INDEX

Absent voting, 63-65, 90-91, 283-301; model code provisions, 90-91; scope of, 284-87; procedure, 287-99; constitutionality of, 283; Minnesota law, 291; statistics of, 293-97; frauds under, 298; summary, 298.

Administrative control of elections, 7, 103; instructions by an administrative officer as a substitute for state laws, 26-27; objections to, 104; administrative rules and regulations, model code provisions, 79.

Advertisement of elections, 43-44; model code provisions, 85; of ballots, 189-92; cost of, 439.

Allegheny County Bar Association, resolution on election frauds in Pittsburgh, 361.

Altering ballots, 374.

Assistant to voters, 48-49, 227-29; model code provisions, 87; frauds in, 373-74.

Attorney general, powers over elections, 102

Australian ballot, history of, 17-18.

Ballots, paper, 13-17; slogans on, 37; office group or Massachusetts type versus the party column or Indiana type, 36-37, 155-60; number to be sent to polls, 38; names of presidential electors omitted from, 38-39, 195-99; rotation of the names of candidates, 39-40, 181-83; serial numbering of, 40, 224; central counting, 54; model code provisions, 83-84; early history of, 150; history of the Australian ballot, 152; form of, 154; party emblems on, 160; "pictorial" ballot, 162; use of party, residence, occupation, and slogans on, 163-65; placing names of candidates on, 165-76; order of parties, offices, and candidates on, 180-82; sample, 189-92; advertising of ballots, 189; Omaha sample ballot, 191; printing, 192-95; use of one or several, 193-95; handling of at the polls, 224-27; methods of marking, 227; marked in piles, Philadelphia, 332; unaccounted for, Philadelphia, 332; ballot-box stuffing, 372; paper ballots conducive to frauds, 380; cost of, 434.


Bipartisanship, general, 8-9; in precinct boards, 33-34, 132; election boards, 114; office employees, 124.

Birdless Ballot Association of Cincinnati, 161.

Boards of election, 110-20; use of special board versus use of regular officers, 28-109; organization, 110-12; board versus a single commissioner, 111; qualifications of, 112-14; selection of, 114-16; term and salary of, 116; powers of, 117.

Bonsall, Ward, 363-64.

Boston, cost of elections, 394-95.

California, instructions to voters, 186; statutory provisions governing challenges, 230-31.

Canadian election officers, 104.

Canvass of elections, 65-66, 305-07; model code provisions, 91; Louisville, cost of, 306.

Cartage, cost of, 438.

Central count of ballots, 54, 246.

Centralized election administration, need for, 28.

Chain ballots, 373.

Challengers, 232-36.

Challenges, 49-50, 229-32; model code provisions, 87.

Chicago, election recount in, 4; power of county judge to punish precinct officers for contempt, 147; experience with voting machines, 252-53; election frauds, 340-60; Chicago Tribune excerpts, 340; City Election Act of, 341; Citizens' Association, 341-50; Jarecki, Judge, 343, 354; 1926 primary, 343; tables of


City Election Act of Illinois, 19, 341, 343.

City clerk, as chief election officer, 29-31; model code provision, 81-82.

Cleveland, election frauds in, 365-69.

Code, model election administration, 77-94.

Colorado, instructions to voters in, 186.

Commonwealth Club of California, proposed sponsor system of nominations, 172-74.

Committee of Seventy, 323.

Council elections, frequency of, 205.

Cost of elections, Chapter X; causes of high, 3; an excessive burden, 383; Ohio, 384; estimate for country, 384; tables for large cities, 386-87; Ohio counties, 1930, 387-89; New York City, 1927-30, 390-91; Chicago, 1928-31, 392-93; Boston, 1926-29, 394-95; Detroit, 1927-30, 396-97; Baltimore, 1926-29, 398-99; St. Louis, 1926-29, 399-400; City of Omaha, 1927-30, 414; Denver, 1928-31, 415-16; Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County, 1928-31, 417-18; State of Ohio, 1930, 419; personnel costs, 420; regular employees, 423; temporary employees, 425; precinct officers, 427; operating expenses, 434; ballots, 434; supplies, 435; printing, 435; rental, 436; no rental charges in Milwaukee, 437; repairs, 438; cartage, 438; storage, 439; advertising, 439; financial control, 439; methods of reducing costs, 442.

Count, conduct of, 50-56; model code provisions, 89; conduct of, 236-46; central count, 246.

County auditor, as chief election officer, 29-31.

County clerk, as chief election officer, 29-31; model code provision, 82.

County and city control over elections, 108.

Cuyahoga County, Ohio, cost of elections in, 400.

Dates for elections, 202-06; special elections, 206.

Delivery of equipment and supplies, 218.

Detroit, statistics of absent voting in, 295; cost of elections in, 396-97.

Denver, cost of elections in, 415-16.

Dual precinct election boards, 53-54, 245.

Dunn Act, 324.

Election commissioner, in cities of 200,000 population and over, model code provisions, 79-81.

Election employees, see Employees.

Election laws, number of, 7; penal provisions, 68.

Election officers, see Boards of election commissioners, and Precinct election officers.

Election reform, need of, 1; probable lines of, 10, 19.

Elections, frequency of, 202.

Employees of election offices, 31, 121-27; model code provisions, 80; cost of, 423-27.

England, central control over elections, 106.

Equipment and supplies, delivery of, 218.

False count and false returns, 375.

Filing fce, requirement of to place name on ballot, 72-73, 167.

Franchise, see Suffrage.

Franklin County, Ohio, cost of elections in, 402.

Fraudulent returns, Philadelphia, 328.

Frais in elections, 1-23; history, 18; recent tendencies, 19-23; effective-
ness of voting machines in preventing, 261-64; Anthony Wayne Case, 315; difficulty of securing convictions of, 376; alliance between politics and crime, 358, 376; election officers responsible for, 377; Chicago precinct election officers, 377; effect of the use of paper ballots, 381; prevention of, 381; types: registration frauds, 371, repeating, 371, ballot-box stuffing, 372, chain ballots, 373, assistance to voters, 373, intimidation and violence, 374, substitution of ballots, 374, altering ballots, 374, false count and false returns, 375, altering returns, 375; factors and conditions responsible for frauds, 375-81; see also Philadelphia, Maryland, New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland.

Frequency of elections, 70-72, 202-06.

Governor, control over elections, 100-10.

Hamilton County, Ohio, cost of elections in, 401.

History of elections, 110-23; Virginia, 12, Massachusetts, 12, 14, New York, 12, Pennsylvania, 14.

Hours of voting, 44-45, 218-20; model code provisions, 85.

Identification of voters, 221; see Signatures of voters at the polls.

Illinois, City Election Act of 1885, 19, 341-43; commission on election laws, 21.

Indiana, type of ballot, see Ballots; state board of election commissioners, 102.

Intimidation in elections, 374.

Instructions to voters, 184-89.

Instructions for counting ballots, 51.

Irregularities in the conduct of elections, 6.

Jarecki, Judge, 343, 354.

Kansas City, cost of elections in, 404-05.

Mail voting, 301-05.

Massachusetts, history of election administration, 12; instructions to voters, 186; type of ballot, see Ballots.

Milwaukee, election recount, 4, 236; use of voting machines in, 253-54; cost of elections in, 406-08; no rental costs, 437.

Milwaukee County, cost of elections in, 408.

Minneapolis, use of voting machines in, 254-55; cost of elections, 409-10.

Minnesota, instructions to voters, 186; provisions for absent voting, 291.

Missouri, instructions to voters, 186.

Montgomery County, Ohio, cost of elections in, 403.

New Jersey, civil service tests for precinct officers, 140.

New York, history of colonial elections, 12; office of superintendent of elections, 102; examination of applicants for the position of precinct officers, 139; instructions to voters, 186; use of signature at the polls in, 222.

New York City, effect of voting machines upon election costs in, 268-71; tables, 269, 271, 275; statistics of absent voting in, 293; cost of elections in, 390-91.

Nominations, 72-76; method of in the colonies, 14; by petition, 74, 168-72; sponsor system, 74-75, 172; filing fee, 167; see also Ballots.

Non-voting, effect of election administration on, 2-3.

O'Brien Precinct, Chicago, 351.

Ohio, statistics of absent voting in, 297; cost of elections in, 384, 419; tables of cost of elections, 386-89; election statistics of, 444.

Omaha, method used in to select precinct officers, 143; sample ballot, 191; law governing assistance to voters, 229; statistics of absent voting in, 296; cost of elections in Omaha, and Douglas County, 413, 414.
Operating expenses, 434.
Overlapping terms of public office, effect of on frequency of elections, 205.

Padded list of voters, Philadelphia, 330.
Party emblems, 160-63; pictorial ballot, 162.
Party patronage, 123, 133-46; effect of on election personnel, 95-96.
Patronage, see Party patronage and Bipartisanship.
Peace, maintenance at the polls, model code provisions, 86.
Penal provisions of election laws, 68; model code provisions, 93-94.
Pennsylvania, early conduct of elections, 14; conference on election reform, 21.
Personnel, cost of, 420-23.
Phantom marked ballots, Pittsburgh, 363.
Philadelphia, frauds in elections, 316, 320-39; election of 1925, 322; Committee of Seventy, 323; Dunn Act, 324; the Vare case, 326-28; types of frauds in: fraudulent returns, 328, failure to tally votes, 328, records of persons voting, 329, voters not registered, 329, repeaters, 329, more ballots than voters, 330, padded list of voters, 330, unfolded ballots in ballot boxes, 331, few persons mark many ballots, 332, crosses added to ballots, 332, ballots marked in piles, 332, ballots unaccounted for, 333, excerpts from Senatorial committee report, 333-39.
Pictorial ballots of Kentucky, 162.
Pittsburgh, election frauds, 360-65; "stuffing ballot boxes," 360; Allegheny County Bar Association, Resolution, 361; U. S. Senate investigation, 36, 42; phantom marked ballots, 363; Ward Bonsall, chairman recount board, 363-64.
Political patronage, see Party patronage.
Poll lists, 223.
Polling places, 41-43, 213-18; advertising of, 43-44; model code provisions, 84-85; public buildings as, 215-17; portable houses, 216-217.
Polls, procedure at, 45-50.
Portable houses for voting, 216-17.
Portland, Oregon, experience with voting machines, 255.
Precinct election officers, 32-36, 126-46; number of, 32, 127; qualifications of, 32-33, 131-35; bipartisanship requirements, 33-34, 132-35; appointment of, 34, 117, 136-46; term of, 35, 145; compensation of, 36, 127; instruction of, 36, 119; use of special counting board, 53-54, 245; model code provisions, 82-83; examination of, in New York, 39, in New Jersey, 140; method of selection, in St. Louis, 142, in Omaha, 143; judicial disciplinary power in Chicago, 147; discipline, 146; tables, 122, 130, 131; Canadian, 128; legal provisions governing, 132-34; organization of, 220-21; use of separate counting boards, 245; of Chicago, 377; cost of, 427-34.
Presidential electors, names omitted from ballot, 38-39, 195-99; model code provisions, 93.
Printing, cost of, 435; ballots, 192-95.
Procedure at the polls, 45-50.
Public buildings as polling places, 215-17.
Records, equipment, and supplies, delivery of to precincts, 453; model code provisions, 85-86.
Recounts, 66-68, 307-14; results of in Chicago, 4; in Milwaukee, 4, 236; Wisconsin statutory provisions, 310; when voting machines are used, 313.
Redistricting precincts, 208.
Reform, see Election reform.
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Registration of voters, history, 18; frauds, 370-71.
Rental, cost of, 436; no cost in Milwaukee, 437.
Repairs, cost of, 438.
Residence in the precinct as a qualification for election officers, 33.
Returns, altering, fraud, 375.
Rochester, New York, early use of voting machines in, 248.
Rotation of names on the ballot, 181-83.
St. Louis, method used in to select precinct officers, 142; cost of elections in, 399-400.
Salt Lake City and County, cost of elections in, 417-18.
Sample ballots, 189-92.
San Francisco, use of central count, 246; cost of elections in, 411-12.
Secretary of state, as chief election officer, 25-26, 101.
Separation of national, state and local elections, 70-72, 203.
Short ballot, 76-77.
Signature of voters at the polls, 45-48, 221-23; model code provisions, 86-87.
Slogans, use of on ballots, 37, 164.
Special election office, see Boards of election.
Special elections, 205; to fill vacancies, 70-72.
Sponsor system of nomination, 74-75, 172-73.
State board of elections, 77-79; model code provisions, 101.
State control of elections, 25-27, 96-108; statutes, 97-100; see also Administrative control of elections.
Statistics of elections, 444-473 in Ohio, 444; essentials of a sound system, 445-47.
Sticker votes, 178-79.
Storage, cost of, 439.
Substitution of ballots, fraud, 374.
Suffrage, in the colonies, 12-13; 1800-1859, 18.
Supplies, cost of, 435.
Tally and return sheets, 55-56, 239-43; suggested form of, 242.
Temporary employees, see Employees.
Time of elections, direct and non-partisan primaries, 70-72.
Time of voting, hours of the day, see Hours of voting.
Unfolded ballots in the ballot boxes, Philadelphia, 331.
Vacancies, how filled to avoid special elections, 70-72.
Vare case, 326-28.
Virginia, history of early elections, 12.
Viva voce voting, 14-17.
Violence in elections, 374.
Votes, canvass of, 65, 305; recounts of, 66, 307.
Voting frauds, see Frauds in elections.
Voting machines, 56-63, Chapter VII; model code provisions, 89-90; extent of use, 247-55; legalization by Congress, 248; constitutionality of, 249; cities and states which have abandoned, 251; experience with in Chicago, 252-53; in Milwaukee, 253-54; in Minneapolis, 254; in Portland, Oregon, 255; use in proportional representation elections, 278; breakdowns of, 278; abandonment of, 279; wastage of votes on, 275; cost of, 281; effect of adoption upon costs of election in New York, 268-71; legislation governing use of, 255-59; arguments for and against, 259; practical workings of, 259-79; effectiveness of in preventing frauds, 261-63; economies secured by and increased costs, 264-71; effect of upon recounts, 276.
Watchers, 232-36; model code provisions, 88-89.
Wayne, Anthony, contested election, 315.
Wisconsin, instructions to voters in, 187; law governing recounts, 310.
Write-in votes, 176-80.